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Abstract
We investigate the gravitational behavior of spherical domain walls (bub-
bles) arising during the phase transitions in the early Universe. In the thin-wall
approximation we show the existence of the new solution of Einstein equations
with negative gravitational mass of bubbles and the reversed direction of time
ow on the shell. This walls exhibit gravitational repulsion just as the pla-
nar walls are assumed to do. The equilibrium radius and critical mass of such
objects are found for realistic models.
1 Introduction.
Topological structures such as domain walls, strings and monopoles could be
produced at phase transitions in the Universe as it cooled [7, 13, 17, 37, 48, 49].
Within the context of general relativity they are assumed to be an unusual sources
of gravity. Cosmic strings do not produce any gravitational force on the surrounding
matter locally, while global monopoles, global strings and planar domain walls are
repulsive [7, 10, 24, 25, 28, 39, 47, 48, 49].
We shall consider domain walls, produced through the breakdown of discrete sym-
metry. Their stress-energy is composed of surface density  and strong tension p in
two spatial directions with the magnitude [48, 49]
 =  p = const: (1)
This state equation corresponds to de Sitter expansion in the wall-plane and the
borders of the wall run away with the horizon. We can speak about the gravitational
eld of the wall only in normal direction to the wall. If one assumes that for such




























as it is usually assumed [48, 49], then that tension acts as a repulsive source of gravity
and the planar domain wall has a negative gravitational mass and exhibits repulsive
gravitational eld [10, 28, 39, 48, 49].
It is natural to think that the same behavior (gravitational repulsion) must occur
for the spherical domain walls (bubbles), since it is assumed that they are described
by the same state equations (1) (e.g. see [10, 28, 39]), dierent aspects of bubble-
dynamics was investigated also in papers [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 18, 21,
26, 34, 37, 38, 39, 40, 43, 46]). On the other hand, according to Birkho's theorem,
the empty space, surrounding any spherical body (including bubbles), is described by
Schwarzschild metric. This metric contains parameter m (corresponding to the mass









 gdV + const: (3)
While for planar domain walls (which stretch the horizon) the negative gravitational
mass (2) can be admittable, for bubbles the negativeness of mass (3) from the rst
glance looks surprising since T
0
0
is positively dened everywhere. Thus independently
on the state equation (1) the mass (3) usually is considered to be positive [36, 41, 45].
However there can be no contradiction since in the case of spherical domain walls
(in dierence to isolated matter for which the condition of energodominance is valid)
it is impossible to surround the full source by any boundary inside the horizon (just
as it is for planar domain walls). The domain wall is only the "part" of scalar eld
solution which lls the whole Universe up to horizon and which has nonzero vacuum










 dxdydz [44]. For example, the energy density of expanding spherical domain
wall remains constant (see (1)) despite increasing of its surface i.e. this object "takes"
the energy from vacuum, while the energy of vacuum depends on VEV of scalar eld in
the whole space including innity. This means that for the case of topological objects
we can not neglect the boundary terms at innity since the scalar eld forming the
wall does not vanish there. The same situation is for global monopoles which also
can exhibit the gravitational repulsion [24].
The other solution of the negative mass problem can be the fact that the domain
walls are not described by the state equation (1). One must take into account the
ux out from the volume of integration or some external forces stabilizing the domain
wall. As a result the state equation can have a principally dierent form and both
the spherical and planar walls can be gravitationally attractive.
The other possible reason of disagreement may be that planar domain walls can
be described by the state equation (1) while the bubbles can not.
In this paper we argue that if nevertheless one assumes that spherical domain
walls are described by the state equation (1) (as it is usually considered, see e.g.
[10, 28, 39]), then they must have a negative gravitational mass and must be repulsive
[6].
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To start with, one has to note that Schwarzschild parameter m in formula (3)
contains arbitrary integration constant which must be xed from the boundary con-
ditions [36, 41, 45]. For the ordinary matter the boundary conditions both in the
center of the body and at the innity lead to zero value of this constant. For the
topological objects surface singularities in gravitational quantities allow us to use only
one boundary condition dependently on the region we are interested. When investi-
gating the outer gravitational eld one has to use the boundary condition at a large
distance, where the gravitational potential must be expressed by Newton's formula.
Fixing the constant from this condition it is easy to see that the mass of topological
objects is determined by Tolman's formula (2) (on the other hand when investigating
eld inside the object one must take m = 0, because otherwise the metric will have a
singularity at the center r = 0). Thus the constant in formula (3) takes into account
the pressure (which can not be negligible for topological objects) and so the results
from formulae (2) and (3) coincide. For the bubbles this formulae give negative value
of m and these objects appear to be repulsive (as the planar walls do). This leads
us to conclusion that the space around such physically admitable objects as spherical
domain walls are can be described by Schwarzschild solution with negative parameter
m [6].
Here we would like to emphasize that though Tolman's formula is valid only for
static objects, nevertheless even for the expanding (or collapsing) spherical domain
walls the expression for active gravitational mass of the bubble (obtained, for example,
in the thin-wall formalism, see sections 7 and 9) must contain the term corresponding
to the gravitational energy (2) and in static Newton's limit (when the velocity of
bubble expansion tends to zero) this expression must coincide with Tolman's formula.
Since the exact solution of Einstein's equations for thick bubbles is unknown, bub-
ble dynamics usually is analyzed in the thin-wall formalism [15, 19, 29, 32, 41]. The
above-mentioned problem emerged there too. In this formalism it also was obtained
that active gravitational mass of the spherical domain wall is positive, i.e. its gravi-
tational eld is attractive [10, 28, 39]. The disagreements in gravitational properties
of planar and spherical domain walls were explained by instability of the latter [28],
or by existence of positive energy source stabilizing the bubble [39].
We shall investigate the bubble dynamics in the thin-wall formalism and show
that the space outside the bubble can be described by Schwarzschild solution with
negative mass-parameter i.e. spherical domain walls are repulsive. We shall see that
this solution requires the reversal of time ow on the wall-surface. Note that the
solutions of Einstein equations where in dierent space-regions time ows in opposite
directions are well known. For example in Reissner-Nordstrom metric in the region
between the upper and Cauchy radii the time coordinate changes its direction to the
opposite.
Gravitational repulsion of bubbles can solve dierent paradoxes (for example the
blueshift instead of redshift) appearing in models with large pressure [22].
It is worth to mention another contradicting example | a planar domain wall
stretched by a static cosmic string hoop [28]. Such system must repel a test particle
placed next to the domain wall (the domain wall is repulsive, while cosmic string
does not act gravitationally [48, 49]), whereas for a distant observer it must behave
as a bubble, i.e. according to [10, 28, 39] it must be gravitationally attractive. This
paradox can be solved only if bubbles are repulsive.
The time ow reversal can explain also the problems mentioned in [12]. Consider
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the nite region of false vacuum with nonzero energy density (and thus with negative
pressure) separated by a domain wall from an innite region of true vacuum with zero
energy density. In this case an observer placed into the false-vacuum region (described
by de Sitter metric) would expect to see ination and thus increasing of bubble
radius. At the same time an outer observer on the true-vacuum side (described by
Schwarzschild metric) would discover that the pressure forces are inward and bubble
must collapse, thus he would not see an increase of the radius of curvature. This
problem was explained by assumption, that false-vacuum region does not move out
into true-vacuum region and this two areas expand separately [12]. However, if we
take into account the time reversal in the region with the strong pressure and the
negative mass (i.e. the false vacuum inside the bubble) this paradox can be explained
in the frames of the standard scenario of phase transitions, when the false-vacuum
region expand into true vacuum region.
In the next section we describe some features of domain walls.
The section 3 is dedicared to review of the thin-wall formalism. The motion
equations of thin shells are given.
In section 4 we consider the surface stress-energy tensors for thin shells.
In section 5 we write the motion equations for spherical shells.
In section 6 the sign ambiguity of motion equations is discussed. It is shown the
possibility of existence of a new solution of Einstein equations for bubbles (Schwarzschild
solution with negative mass) in a thin-wall formalism. The negative value of the bub-
ble mass in the motion equations leads to the time ow reversal on the bubble.
In sec. 7 the simplest examples of spherical dust and domain walls in vacuum are
considered. It is shown that gravitational elds around this objects are described by
Schwarzschild metric with the opposite signs of mass parameter.
In sec. 8 some unusual properties of repulsive spheres are mentioned. The embed-
ding of Schwarzschild metric with dierent signs of mass parameter in 6-dimensional
space-time is investigated.
In sec. 9 the dynamic of repulsive bubbles in general case of charged bubbles and
nonzero vacuum energy density is discussed. The equilibrium radius and critical mass
of static bubbles are found for dierent symmetry violation scales.
In sec. 10 the problem of stability is considered.
2 The domain wall.
A rst-order phase transitions which take place in the most of cosmological models
proceed through the nucleation of the new phase bubbles (see e.g. [13, 26, 37]). Such
processes take place at the very beginning of the phase transition. At the nal stage
of transition the old phase fragments which are left up to that moment also take the
spherical form (for example due to surface tension eects or dissipation). The surface
of phase separation in the case of the rst-order phase transition is represented by
the so-called domain wall. Such objects are created when the vacuum manifold for
the order parameter or scalar eld ' driving the symmetry breaking has a discrete
symmetry [48, 49]. At the time of transition there can be both innite and closed
surface walls.













where V (') has two minima at nonzero ' . Here the greek indices take the values
0,1,2,3 and the metric has the signature (+; ; ; ). The example of such potential
with discrete symmetry '!  ' is
















= representing the symmetry breaking scale and  | the self coupling constant.



























where x is the normal direction to the wall and x
0
is the wall position.







side of the wall and thus there is dened the wall surface  | the three dimensional














































From the rst equation of (4) it is easy to see, that the thickness and energy per


















From the third equation of (4) one can see that the wall solution has a high
pressure along the wall, which plays an essential role in gravitational behavior of such
objects (see Tolmans formula (2)).
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3 Thin wall approximation.
In the limit of vanishing thickness of the domain wall it can be considered as an




having, in general, singularities on it. This hypersurface divides the Riemannian
manifold
(4)




. Each of them contains  as a part of its
boundary.










R = 8G  T

(5)
to such thin boundaries of phase separation and investigate their dynamics and grav-
itational behavior using the thin-wall approximation. In (5) R

is the Ricci tensor,
expressed in terms of Christoel connections  









































is the gravitational constant, M
P l
= 1; 2  10
19
GeV is the Planck mass,
@

is usual derivative. (One must realize, that when speaking about a thin shell we
always keep in mind that the thickness of the shell must not be smaller then 1=M
P l
,
provided gravity is described just by the classical Einstein equations).
We shall restrict ourselves to the case of time-like hypersurfaces  with the energy-
momentum tensor having singularities no stronger, then those given by -functions.
Then the rst derivatives of g

are discontinuous on , while metric itself is still
continuous on . Gravitational formalism for such boundaries is considered in details
















g be an arbitrary coordinate system on  (here the latin indices run through 0,1,2).








need not join smoothly on  .






) = 0 (6)




dier only by the indices "+" and " ",
we, for simplicity, will not write them separately if not necessary).
















which describes the surface . Here the sign function " depends on the orientation of
the (1+2)-surface . If a displacement vector dy
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(recall that we consider the timelike  ).















) is thereby dened on  .
For our further calculations it is convenient to split the eld equations into their
components orthogonal and tangential to the wall surface  [10, 15, 19, 29, 32, 41].
For this purpose the interval, which in y












is the metric tensor, which determines the geometry in V region), can be written


























determines the 3-geometry on .
Any vector and tensor naturally is splitted into its components orthogonal and












































Using the Gaussian coordinates the Einstein equations (5) also can be decomposed
into scalar, 3-vector and 3-tensor parts in respect to the coordinate transformations































































































denotes covariant dierentiation with respect of the connection in V ,
while D
i
denotes 3-dimensional covariant dierentiation with respect to the connec-
tion on  ,
(3)







Einstein tensor and K
i
j
is the extrinsic curvature tensor of the hypersurface  , which














In the equations (10) we have used the well-known Gauss-Kodazzi equations [10, 15,
19, 29, 32, 41].
Note, that in the Gaussian coordinates (9) the tensor of extrinsic curvature (11)














Since the 3-geometry on the surface  is, by assumption, well dened, the compo-
nents of Christoel symbols (in the intrinsic coordinates 
i
), not containing indices n
are regular. Components with two or three indices n are equal to zero, while with one
n | are discontinuous and have the step-function behavior when crossing . How-
ever g







have to match continuously




of hypersurface  also does not contain
singularities and is expressed in terms of 3-metric tensor 
ij
in the usual way just as
R

is expressed by g

.
Integrating the (ij) component of equation (10) in the normal direction by the
proper distance dn through  we can get the so-called Lanczos equation (see [10, 15,
















































is the intrinsic surface energy tensor on the .





and subtracting the corresponding equations for the V
+
region
from those for the V
 






































Now to describe completely the gravitational behavior and dynamics of bubbles
one needs to investigate the outer curvature and energy-momentum tensors of these
objects, insert these quantities into motion equations (13) and (14) and solve them.
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4 The surface stress-energy tensor.
We shall restrict ourselves to a pure vacuum case, i.e. when there are no particles
at the either sides o the shell.
An observer, which moves with an element of the shell nds that the momentum























It is easy to see that with the condition (15) the motion equations (14) are satised
automatically (they become identities) and one is left only with Lanczos equations
(13).
Now let us suppose, that the surface energy-momentum tensor has the structure
of an ideal uid
S
ij









is the 3-velocity of an element of hypersurface  , while  and p are the
surface energy density (energy per unit area) and surface tension respectively.



























p = 0: (18)













p = 0: (19)
















The conservation equations (19) and (20) are easily solved in two cases.








that states that the total amount of dust is conserved.
(b). For the domain wall
p =  
and from (19) it follows immediately that
 = const:
This two examples are considered in section 7 in spherically symmetrical case.
5 The geometry of spherical vacuum shells.
Here we consider the bubbles of spherical form. For the spherical shells the
Lanczos equations (13) (the only nontrivial equation of motion for the vacuum case)

























For the spherical shell the most convenient choice for the outer region coordinates
y

is the ordinary spherical coordinate system. The symmetry features of the problem











The metric o the shell in the V

regions must be the solution of spherically
symmetrical Einstein equations. According to Birkho's theorem such metric has






































For the intrinsic coordinates 
i
of the shell we shall use the proper time  and the




















where R( ) is the shell radius.
Generally speaking, the time and radial coordinates are not continuous on the















The radius of the shell R( ) can be described in the coordinate invariant way, so the






























































































where the overdot denotes the derivation with respect of proper time  . Thus, after
the procedure of junction (24), there remains only one unknown function R( ) which
must obey the Einstein equations on the shell. It means that from the two equations
of motion (21) only one is independent. We shall choose and solve the rst one
(then the second one will be satised automatically). Now we have to nd the outer
curvature tensor.
It is easy to see, that equation (25) is the equation of motion of the shell (compare
with (6)):


























Here " is a sign function, which depends on the direction of an outer normal N

, i.e.










where q is any coordinate increasing along the direction from the bubble-center.


























Note that the rst equation of (27) admits both signs for f
_
t. The sign of " is equivalent
to tha sign of f
_






















































denotes the derivation by R.
Thus we have shown that the dynamics of spherically symmetrical shell is com-






where  = S
0
0




of the extrinsic curvature tensor described by (30) or (31).
The fact that the rst equation of (27) admits both signs for f
_
t leads to the new
class of solutions of Einstein equations for bubbles with outer "
+
=  1. This was
missed in earlier works (for example [10]), where it was considered that for bubbles,
lying above the Schwarzschild horizon, in outer space always "
+
= 1. The correct
sign must be chosen from boundary conditions. We shall discuss this subject below.
6 The sign ambiguity of extrinsic curvature.
Investigating the dynamics of vacuum spherical shells by means of the motion
equation (32) one has to be careful when choosing the sign of " and thus of f
_
t. For the






determines the global geometry,
i.e. how the inner geometry is stuck with the outer one. In some cases the junction
is impossible.
As we have mentioned above, the sign of " depends on the direction of an outer
normal N










where q is any coordinate increasing along the direction from the bubble-center.
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Generally speaking, the sign of " may change at the shell motion, for example,
when the shell passes the horizon. If the initial conditions allow the shell to collapse,
then in the case "
+









was done. However in this paper the dependence of the sign-function (33) on the
mutual orientation of time coordinates on and o the shell, i.e. on the sign of
_
t was
overlooked. The bubble is the (1+2)-surface embedded in the 4-dimensional space-
time
(4)
V and not only the 2-sphere as it appears if we do not consider the direction
of time coordinate. Thus we get the more general classication of bubble geometries
compared to those presented in previous papers.
Generally speaking, we have four dierent cases of equation (32), depending on






and, therefore, on the signature of K

. The sign of "must
be chosen from the motion equation (32) and the boundary conditions mentioned in
the Introduction. One has to take into account the positiveness of the surface energy
density  and the fact that there must not be the contradiction between the Newton's
limit of Einstein equations (32) and Tolman's formula (2).
Let us discuss this problem and examine the signatures of " or f
_
t.











> 0. The the signature of f
_
t depends on the












where m is the mass of the source, e is its charge,  = (8=3)   and  is the vacuum
energy density. In the simplest case











The signature of f
+
is positive if the radius of the shell lies above the Schwarzschild
horizon, i.e. when R > 2m and is negative beyond it. So, f
_
t changes its signature,
when the radius of shell passes the horizon. The standart metric (34) has an un-
physical singularity at the horizon caused by a poor choice of the coordinate system.
To be more correct in correspondence between the signature of K and the radius of
shell, one can use another coordinate system, for example the isotropic coordinates
(see [12]), which have no singularities at the horizon. In ref. [12] it was investigated
(in Kruscal-Szekares coordinates) the case when the value f
_
t becomes negative for
the bubbles crossing the horizon, the systematical catalog of possible solutions of the
equation of motion was obtained and was shown, that two signatures of f correspond
to the two dierent, but equally acceptable trajectories of shell.







Here we shall examine the mostly interesting case of macroscopic bubbles we shall
assume, that the shell always lies outside the horizon and thus the unusual features
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of the space geometry are avoided. In this case f

> 0 and the signature of f
_
t is
determined by the sign of
_
t.
Note that the example, when time ows in opposite directions is the case of
Reissner-Nordstrom metric, when in the region between the upper and Cauchy radii
the time coordinate changes its direction to the opposite. In this case (in dierence
to the ours) the metric covers the whole space-time (r > 0) and such feature was
easy to notice. The problem of sign ambiguity entered due to taking a square root in
equation (27). Similar situation is in Dirac theory when one has states with negative
energy that correspond to antiparticles.
We shall choose the positive direction for the 2-spheres in the way that the radii
increase in the direction of the outer normal. Then orientation of  is determined by








depends on the direction of time owing in V

regions and on the shell. It is natural to assume, that in V








while the direction of intrinsic time  has to be found from the equation of motion.




 " = 1 when t

and  ow in the same





























j and we have to take the lower sign ( ) in (38),
because the energy density of the shell is positive (see (32)). According to (30) and














< 0, that means that the time on the shall ows
in the opposite direction to the time in V

regions.
Note, that for the simplest case (35) the signature of
_
t is connected with the sign
of constant m, which is the integration constant of solution of Einstein equations
in V
+
region. This constant is xed by matching of f
+
to the solution of Einstein
equations on the shell in the same coordinates. In the Newton approximation
f
+















The value and the signature of m is determined by this formula and it can be positive
as well as negative dependently on boundary conditions. In the next section we shall
see that the correct choice of sign in (38) cancels the contradictions between Tolman's
formula and Newton's limit of (38).
7 Dierent kinds of shells
Here we shall consider two cases of macroscopic bubbles and show how one has




a. The dust walls in vacuum.
As we have mentioned above, for the shell of dust
p = 0 (39)













) = 0 (40)
stating, that the total amount of dust is conserved. For the spherical shells in the
intrinsic coordinates 
i

































To x the constant in (41) one can use the Tolman's formula for the proper mass of
the shell in the state of rest (see (2)). For the ideal uid






 (   2p)
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 = 4  const: (42)





In the simplest case of uncharged shells of dust in vacuum when the metric is
given by the formulae (35) the motion equation (38) takes the form
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We can rewrite (43) in the form














=2R represents the gravitational interaction energy according to the






represents the internal mass of the shell (the root is
the analog of the Lorentz factor and is equal to 1 in equilibrium, when R = 0 ).
From this relation it is easy to nd that one has to choose in (43) the lower sign
" " corresponding to f
_





condition of surface energy density positiveness is satised. Besides, it is easy to see
that with this choice of sign the static Newton's limit of (44) coinsides with Tolman's
formula (42) (though Tolman's formula is valid only for static states, which, as we'll
see, do not occur in this simplest model, the term corresponding to gravitational
energy of the shell must enter the expression for the shell mass with the correct sign.
Then in static Newton's limit (
_
R = 0; G = 0) the mass of the shell will be described
by Tolman's formula).
Note that if one would choose the upper sign "+" in (43) then he should receive
the contradiction between the static Newtons limit of (44) and Tolman's formula (42).
Now let us show that in this simplest model there is no equilibrium state for the




R = 0 (45)
must be satised for the spherical shell to be in equilibrium state. The rst of them



























Using (44) and (46) one can see, that the radius of stability of the shell R
stab
!1,
i.e. there is no equilibrium conguration for the dust wall in vacuum.
b. Domain wall in vacuum.
In the case of domain wall one has the picture opposite to the previous case. For
the domain wall
p = 













From the Tolman's formula (2) we have:






 (   2p)
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One can see that the proper mass of layer is negative, if the energy density of domain
wall  is positive.



















where M is described by (47).
Again let us rewrite (48) in the form











This formula as well as (44) corresponds to the energy balance equation and must
contain the Newton's gravitational energy of the shell.
In opposite to dust-wall case, now one has to choose in (48) the upper sign " "
corresponding to f
_
t < 0 (" =  1). Certainly, in this case m < 0, f
+
> 1 and the
surface energy density positiveness condition is satised. Besides, for this choice of
sign the static Newton's limit of (49) coinsides with Tolman's formula (47).
We emphasize once more that though Tolman's formula is valid only for static
states, the term corresponding to gravitational energy of bubble must enter the ex-
pression for the bubble mass with the correct sign. Then in static Newton' limit the
mass of the bubble will be described by Tolman's formula.


















In this expression the mass is negative and we can believe, that distant observer will
be repelled by the domain wall.
If one considers the equation (48) with dierent sign in the right side (see [10, 28,















This expression contains the rest mass (47) with the wrong sign (the rst term with
_
R = 0) and contradicts with Tolman's formula (47). Thus Tolman's formula helps us
to choose the correct sign in a motion equation (48).
Thus the correct choice of the sign in the motion equation (48) leads to the new
solution of Einstein equations for bubbles (Schwarzschild solution with negative mass)
which shows that spherical domain walls are repulsive. This fact requires a further
investigation of bubble-dynamics and their creation in cosmological models.
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8 Schwarzschild space with negative mass.

























in the case, when constant b (which is related to the active gravitational mass of the
source), can be negative.
First of all, for such spaces g
00
> 1 and the velocity of light exceeds its veloc-
ity measured in Minkowski space. However this fact does not cause appearance of
takhions.



































=  br  sin
2
:



























































One can see, that for the negative b the second invariant changes its sign. The result
of this fact is that the 3-space (t = const) Gauss curvature for the plains, normal to

























are 3-curvatures and 3-metric tensors of space (50) in the
case t = const. Equation (51) means, that for the dierent signs of b this subspaces
belong to the dierent types of surfaces. To show this let us embed metric (50) into
Euclidean space with more then 4 dimensions.
An embedding of the linear element (50) in 5 dimensions is impossible (see [20,
























































= r  cos ;
z
5
= r  sin   cos';
z
6
= r  sin   sin': (52)






















































are periodic functions of t so
that embedding (52) identies distinct points of the original manifold. This suggests
replacing the trigonometrical functions by the hyperbolic functions and embedding

























































= r  cos ;
z
5
= r  sin   cos';
z
6
= r  sin   sin': (53)


















For the negative mass
b < 0
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we can see from (52) and (53), that coordinate z
3
became complex and embedding
























































= r  cos ;
z
5
= r  sin   cos';
z
6
= r  sin   sin':
Now the coordinate z
3

























































= r  cos ;
z
5
= r  sin   cos';
z
6
= r  sin   sin':
In this case the coordinate z
1













surface is the 2-sphere r = R in all the cases and is identied in
our work with the surface of domain bubble.
To conclud this section we can say that the space (50) with b < 0 can be em-
bedded into a 6-dimensional space with signature (2+4) or (3+3), while the usual




After we have formulated our idea [6] how to avoid the disagreements mentioned
at the beginning of this paper let us investigate a more general case of a spherically





























  ,  being the vacuum energy density in V

regions, and e is the
charge on the shell.



























































It is easy to understand the meaning of the terms in (55). The rst term is the volume
energy of the bubble (a dierence between the old and new vacuum energy densities).
The second term represents an energy of gravitational self-interaction of the shell (the
surface-surface binding energy). The third term is the electrostatic energy lying in
the three-space outside the bubble. The last term contains the kinetic energy of the
shell and surface-volume binding energy. As we have mentioned above, we have to
choose the upper sign in equations (54) and (55) to avoid the disagreements with
Tolman's formula (47).






































. It is worth to note that in this equation the sign ambiguity












































































+ U(z) = E;
which is identical to that of the point like particle with energy E , moving in one





























For real trajectories U must be negative since E < 0. Such potentials (but for the
case of uncharged shells (Q = 0) with m > 0) were discussed in [4, 12].
In the equilibrium state _z
jz=z
0
= 0, where z
0
is the equilibrium point, U(z
0
) = E
















where U = jU(z
0


















From this formula it is easy to notice that for the de Sitter spaces ( > 0) the radius





= . In this case the domain wall separates the phases with the same




which is negligible compared to the second term in
brackets. The charge enters the formulae (59), (60) only through U
0
and has very




. So we can set Q = 0. With this assumptions
one nds that U reaches its maximum U
0
 1 at the point z
0













Considering a scenario for domain wall production in models with spontaneous

















is the symmetry breaking
scale and   10
 2
is the coupling constant [10, 48, 49].
For the dierent scales of particle physics we yield:






















GeV . The radius of such bubble is about 1 cm,
and its negative mass is about million tons.
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GeV  0; 1g. This is
a very small radius and there arises the question of the validity of the thin-wall





We see that in all the cases the mass of the bubble is negative and it exhibits a
strong gravitational repulsion.
10 The problem of stability.
Unfortunately this equilibrium state seems to be unstable. Potential (58) has the
single maximum. In contrary to the case with positive m [10], the charge does not
stabilize the bubble. Perhaps one could nd the stable equilibrium states of bubble
with negative mass in some nonvacuum models or in models with rotating bubble.
In [23] it is suggested that the inclusion of a nonvanishing angular momentum
might stabilize the shell. The surface energy-momentum density tensor of a charged











; i; j = 0; 2; 3 (61)
It consists of a mixture of two perfect uids. The rst term can be interpreted as
"dust" particles with negative energy density. The second one represents a domain
wall. The negative mass "dust" increases the repulsive character of the bubble and
can keep it static. Exterior for of a spinning charged shell is the Kerr-Newman metric.
Our simple analysis based on spherical symmetrical equations is not valid in this case
and model (61) requires further investigations.
If the problem of stability will be solved there will be an interesting possibility of
creation of the static singular shell of macroscopic size and with repulsive gravitational
eld. Radius and repulsive features of such objects depend on the scale of symmetry
violation and can be varied slowly by changing the forces stabilizing the bubble.
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